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Abstract: This collection contains the archival and manuscript portion of the Sanford and Helen Berger collection and primarily contains manuscripts, correspondence, and ephemera created by or related to 19th century English artist, decorator, poet, and printer William Morris (1834-1896) and his circle.

Language: English.

Access

Open to qualified researchers by prior application through the Reader Services Department. For more information, contact Reader Services.

Publication Rights

The Huntington Library does not require that researchers request permission to quote from or publish images of this material, nor does it charge fees for such activities. The responsibility for identifying the copyright holder, if there is one, and obtaining necessary permissions rests with the researcher.

Preferred Citation

[Identification of item]. William Morris Papers, The Huntington Library, San Marino, California.

Provenance

Acquired from Sanford and Helen Berger in 1999.

Processing Information

1. The Berger Morris Collection contained several scrapbooks on various artists, which were originally included in the material in the Art Collections; it was then decided to transfer these scrapbooks to the Manuscripts Department. For cataloging purposes the Edward Burne-Jones, William De Morgan, Emery Walker scrapbooks and Simeon Solomon file were disassembled and the manuscripts, correspondence and ephemera were cataloged separately. The original scrapbook location is noted on each folder and in this Finding Aid.

2. Many letters and manuscripts have penciled dates, notations, or notes from original owners or auction sales; these notes were not removed and, in most cases, the information was noted on the front of the folder.

3. Some manuscript materials described in this finding aid were originally laid or pasted in bound volumes in the printed book library component of the Berger Morris Collection. Where possible, these items were removed and cataloged in the manuscript collection, with the original Rare Book Department call number. For each of the items removed the original call number is noted on the front of the folder.

4. The Morris & Co. portfolio indices (Box 19, Folder 1) were originally included in the Sanford L. Berger Papers component of the collection; they were transferred to the William Morris Papers and incorporated in this finding aid in November 2016.

Biographical Note of William Morris

William Morris (1834-1896) was born March 24, 1834, in Walthamstow, then a suburb of London; he attended Marlborough College and in 1852 entered Exeter College, Oxford. He left in 1855, without taking orders, as he originally planned, but instead embarked on a varied career as a poet, visual artist and Socialist. He married Jane Burden, April 26, 1859, and they had two daughters, Jane Alice (Jenny), born in 1861 and Mary (May) in 1862.

William Morris, a man of tremendous energy and creativity, became, over the years, a poet, artist, decorator, manufacturer, printer and lecturer. He helped to begin the Arts & Crafts movement in England, through Morris & Co., and strove to better the lives of the working class through his work with Socialist causes. It was possibly the strain of overwork as he tried to maintain a busy lecture schedule, as well as oversee the Kelmscott Press and other business interests, that caused Morris to become ill in June, 1896. After a lingering illness he died on October 3, 1896, at his home, Kelmscott.
William Morris Papers operated from 1875 until 1940 and was known for its stained glass, wallpaper, pottery, and textile designs. The firm succeeded Morris, Marshall, Faulkner & Co., which had been founded in 1861, when Morris became the sole owner. John Dearle (1860-1932) assumed leadership of the company when he became its Art Director following Morris’s death in 1896. In 1905 the company’s name was changed to Morris & Co. Decorators Ltd.

Biographical Note of Sanford Berger
Sanford Lionel Berger (1919-2000) was an architect and William Morris enthusiast. A University of California at Berkeley and Harvard-trained architect, Berger practiced for 38 years and became a senior vice president for the firm of Stone, Marracini & Patterson in San Francisco, California. Berger's wife Helen was also a Harvard-trained architect.

In the 1960s, the Bergers purchased an almost complete set of books printed by William Morris's Kelmscott Press, thus beginning almost four decades of building a collection of books, manuscripts, textiles, wallpapers, carpets, tapestries, drawings, stained glass, ephemera, and ceramics that during their lifetimes was regarded as the largest private collection of William Morris materials in the United States. Their collection was acquired by the Huntington Library in 1999.

The renown of the Sanford and Helen Berger Collection of William Morris grew steadily over the years, and their residence in Carmel, California, became known as "Kelsmscott Carmel" or "Kelsmscott West."

Berger was active in many bibliophilic societies and organizations and served as a president of the Book Club of California. He enjoyed hobby printing, and operated two small, private presses, the Tunnel Road and the Scenic Road presses, both from his homes of the same addresses.


Bibliography


Scope and Content
This collection contains the archival and manuscript portion of the Sanford and Helen Berger collection and primarily contains manuscripts, correspondence, and ephemera created by or related to 19th century English artist, decorator, poet, and printer William Morris (1834-1896) and his circle. Though this collection is named the William Morris Papers, the Bergers also collected manuscript and printed material related to nineteenth and twentieth century British Pre-Raphaelites, Fine Printing and private presses (Kelsmscott Press and the Doves Press), architects, illustrators, and the Arts & Crafts movement (Morris & Co.).

The William Morris Papers are perhaps unique among the Huntington’s other holdings in that they are an integral part of a much larger collection of stained glass, furniture, tiles, pottery, art work and printed books, making it one of the premier nineteenth century Arts & Crafts collections in the world.

The papers consist of the following series:

1. Manuscripts (Boxes 1-2, Oversize Material Box 19, Folder 1)) are arranged alphabetically by author and title. Included in this series are: a minute book, notes, personal reminiscences, lectures, poems, prose narratives and essays. This series includes manuscripts by many authors, most notably by: Edward Burne-Jones, Sydney C. Cockerell, Walter Crane, John Henry Dearle, William F. De Morgan, Frederick E. Startridge, Alice Macdonald Fleming, William Minto, William Morris, Eden Phillpotts and Charles Canning Winmill.

3. Ephemera and Miscellaneous (Boxes 14-18, Oversize Material Box 19, Folders 2-5) is arranged by subject. It comprises approximately 300 items and includes: photocopies of Account Books and various letters, printed material, material removed from scrapbooks, photographs, clippings, material related to Philip Henderson’s Morris biography and material related to Peter Stansky’s work on The House of Wolfings.

Related materials from the Sanford and Helen Berger Collection

1. Sanford L. Berger Papers  (Call number: 633396)
Consists primarily of the correspondence and research files received as part of the Sanford and Helen Berger Collection of William Morris that chiefly reflecting Sanford L. Berger’s activities in the mid-to-late 20th century as a collector, student, and enthusiast of objects and knowledge related to William Morris and his circle.

2. Art materials
William Morris Collection (Art Collections accession number: 2000.5) containing more than 5000 items from the Berger Collection including individual drawings in sketch books and a study collection of more than 600 items comprised mainly of 35mm slides taken by the Bergers of Morris & Co. stained glass installations. More than 3500 items from this collection are digitized in the Huntington Art Collections Online Catalog.

3. Printed materials
More than 2,200 monographs, pamphlets, and other printed material received as part of the Sanford and Helen Berger Collection of William Morris are individually cataloged and can be retrieved by doing a keyword search for “Sanford and Helen Berger Collection” in the Huntington Library Online Catalog.

4. Manuscript material laid into printed volumes
The Berger Morris Collection also contains a large printed book library cataloged separately in the Huntington Library Online Catalog; some of these volumes had manuscript material laid or pasted in. The items that were not removed are listed here.

- Amico, Samuel. 1 letter to Sanford Berger, A.L.S. (3 p.), (1983, Mar. 3)  (Call number: 608001)
- [Downing, William, fl. 1893-1925]. 1 letter to Charles Arthur Wynne Finch, A.L.S., (ca. 1900?)  (Call number: 607689)
- Gorrie, Archibald. 1 letter to John Burns, M.P., A.L.S., (1901, Nov. 20)  (Call number: 607604)
- Maguire, Kitty. 3 letters to various addressees, (1976-1982). Also, clippings, announcements and calligraphy examples.  (Call number: 608450)
- Morris, Guido. 1 letter to Dr. Schindler, L.S. (typewritten: 4 p.), (1948, Nov. 8). Note: letter removed from volume and placed in the Pamphlet File (PF) in the Rare Books Department  (Call number: 608143)
- Quaritch, Bernard, 1819-1899. 5 letters to Frederick Startridge Ellis, 1830-1901, (1890-1892). Also, agreement between William Morris, 1834-1896, Ellis and Quaritch, (1890). Note: letters and agreement removed from volume and placed in the Pamphlet File (PF) in the Rare Books Department  (Call number: 607632)
- Ross, Robert Baldwin, 1869-1918. 1 letter, L.S. (typewritten), (n.d., Aug. 18)  (Call number: 608039)
- Rossetti, Maria Francesca, 1827-1876. 1 letter, A.L.S., (n.d.)  (Call number: 608019)
- Scott, Temple, 1864-1939. 1 letter to Thomas Bird Mosher, 1852-1923, A.L.S. (4 p.), (n.d.)  (Call number: 607916)
- Stillwell, Margaret Bingham, 1887-1984. 1 letter to Richmond Goff, A.L.S., (1972, Feb. 29)  (Call number: 607902)
- Tsuchitani, Shigeru. 1 letter, A.L.S., (1968, Apr. 21)  (Call number: 607829)

Related material in the Huntington Library
In addition to the material from the Bergers’ collection, the Huntington has broad and deep holdings of textual, visual and material artifacts related to Morris including the Kelmscott Press, the Arts & Crafts movements in American and Britain and the Pre-Raphaelites. For additional information about the Huntington’s holdings related to the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood and their circle, see the Guide to Literary Manuscripts in the Huntington Library (1979) and following articles in the Huntington Library Quarterly (Winter 1992):

- Pre-Raphaelite Materials in the Huntington Library and Art Collections (pages 147-148)
- A Checklist of Pre-Raphaelite Manuscripts in the Huntington Library (pages 149-219, 221-223)
- A Checklist of Pre-Raphaelite Works of Art in the Huntington Library and Art Collections (pages 225-251)
• Eustace James Anthony Balfour letters, 1854-1937 (bulk 1880-1914)  (Call number: mssHM 35000-35064)
• Sir Sydney Carlyle Cockerell papers, 1949-1981  (Call number: mssHM 63186-63262)
• Ford Madox Ford letters, 1901-1933  (Call number: mssFMF 1-316)
• Frederick James Furnivall correspondence, 1843-1910 (bulk 1848-1895)  (Call number: mssFU 1-983)
• William Holman Hunt letters, [not after 1910]  (Call number: HH 1-593)
• Hunt Family Collection, 1863-1930, 1 box
• Hunt-Tupper collection, 1850-ca. 1925  (Call number: mssHM 54509-54686)

Arrangement
The collection is organized in the following series: Manuscripts (Boxes 1-2), Correspondence (Boxes 3-13), Ephemera and Miscellaneous (Boxes 14-18), Oversize Materials (Box 19). Items arranged alphabetically by author in each series.

Indexing Terms
The following terms have been used to index the description of this collection in the Huntington Library's Online Catalog.

Subjects
Chaucer, Geoffrey, -1400.
Morris, William, 1834-1896 -- Archives.
Doves Press.
Kelmscott Press.
Architects -- Great Britain -- Correspondence.
Artists -- England -- 19th century -- Archives.
Art and crafts movement -- Great Britain.
Authors, English -- 19th century -- Archives.
Art and society -- Great Britain.
Biographers -- Great Britain -- Archives.
Decorative arts -- Great Britain -- History -- 19th century -- Sources.
Dyes and dyeing -- Great Britain.
Fine books -- Great Britain -- History -- 19th century -- Sources.
Embroidery -- Great Britain.
Glass painting and staining -- Great Britain.
Pre-Raphaelites -- Great Britain -- Correspondence.
Private presses -- Great Britain -- History -- 19th century -- Sources.
Socialism -- Great Britain -- History -- 19th century -- Sources.
Great Britain -- Intellectual life -- 19th century -- Sources.
Great Britain -- Intellectual life -- 20th century -- Sources.

Forms/Genres
Biographies -- Great Britain -- 20th century.
Business records -- Great Britain 19th century.
Drawings -- Great Britain -- 19th century.
Drawings -- Great Britain -- 20th century.
Ephemera -- Great Britain -- 19th century.
Ephemera -- Great Britain -- 20th century.
Letters (correspondence) -- Great Britain -- 19th century.
Letters (correspondence) -- Great Britain -- 20th century.
Manuscripts -- Great Britain -- 19th century.
Manuscripts -- Great Britain -- 20th century.
Notebooks -- Great Britain -- 19th century.
Notebooks -- Great Britain -- 20th century.
Personal papers -- Great Britain -- 19th century.
Photographs -- Great Britain -- 19th century.
Photographs -- Great Britain -- 20th century.
Poems -- Great Britain -- 19th century.
Poems -- Great Britain -- 20th century.
Professional papers -- Great Britain -- 19th century.
Professional papers -- Great Britain -- 20th century.

**Additional Contributors**

Burne-Jones, Georgiana, Lady, 1840-1920.
De Morgan, Mrs. (Evelyn)
Rossetti, Dante Gabriel, 1828-1882.
Solomon, Simeon, 1840-1905.
Walker, Emery, 1851-1933.
Alma-Tadema, Lawrence, 1836-1912.
Berger, Helen, former owner.
Berger, Sanford, former owner.
Bloomfield, Paul, 1898-
Burne-Jones, Edward Coley, 1833-1898.
Cobden-Sanderson, T. J. (Thomas James), 1840-1922.
Crane, Walter, 1845-1915.
De Morgan, William, 1839-1917.
Ellis, Frederick Startridge, 1830-1901.
Forman, H. Buxton (Harry Buxton), 1842-1917.
Hughes, Arthur, 1832-1915.
Hughes, Edward, 1832-1908.
Hunt, William Holman, 1827-1910.
Marillier, H. C. (Henry Currie), 1865-1951.
Millais, John Everett, 1829-1896.
Morris, Jane, 1839-1914.
Morris, May, 1862-1938.
Ruskin, John, 1819-1900.
Stansky, Peter, 1932-
Webb, Philip, 1831-1915.
Winmill, Charles Canning.
British Museum.
J.M. Dent & Sons.

**Indexing: Subjects**


Basilica di San Marco (Venice, Italy). In William Morris, 1834-1896, letter to John Ruskin, 1819-1900, (1879, Nov. 3). MOR 454.
Basilica di San Marco (Venice, Italy). In William Morris, 1834-1896, letter to Dear Sir, ([ca. 1880?]). MOR 455.
Berger, Sanford. In "Photocopies and edited typewritten transcriptions of William Morris..." ([ca. 1980]). Ephemera Box 14(3).
Berger, Sanford. In "Photocopy and typewritten copies of various letters...." ([not after 1999]). Ephemera Box 14(4).
Berger, Sidney E. In "Photocopies and edited typewritten transcriptions of William Morris..." ([ca. 1980]). Ephemera Box 14(3).
Burne-Jones, Edward Coley, Sir, 1833-1898. In Names of the Principal Contributors..., A.MS., ([ca. 1856]). MOR 25.


Burne-Jones, Edward Coley, Sir, 1832-1898. In “Character Sketch...,” ([ca. 1898]). Ephemera Box 15(2).


Burne-Jones, Georgiana, Lady, 1840-1920. In Names of the Principal Contributors... A.M.S., ([ca. 1856]). MOR 25.


Cobden-Sanderson, T.J. (Thomas James), 1840-1922. In Annie Cobden-Sanderson, 1852-1944, letter to Mr. ----- Evans, (1922, Sep. 9). MOR 113.


Dixon, Richard Watson, 1833-1900. In Names of the Principal Contributors... A.MS., ([ca. 1856]). MOR 25.


Embroidery -- Great Britain. In Frederick Startridge Ellis, 1830-1901, letter to Elizabeth Burden, (1888, May 8). MOR 182.
Fulford, William. In Names of the Principal Contributors…, A.MS., ([ca. 1856]). MOR 25.
Gere, Charles M. (Charles March), 1869-1957. In [ Another Book That Never Was…]: research material, drafts and proof sheets ([ca. 1998]). Ephemera Box 18(4-6).


Kelmscott Press. In [Another Book That Never Was...]: research material and drafts (ca. 1998). Ephemera Box 18(4-5).


Lushington, Vernon, 1832-1912. In Names of the Principal Contributors..., A.M.S., ([ca. 1856]). MOR 25.


Morris, Jenny, 1861-. In “Photocopy and typewritten copies of various letters...,” ([not after 1999]). Ephemeris Box 14(4).
Morris, William, 1834-1896. In "Photocopy and typewritten copies of various letters...", ([not after 1999]). Ephemeris Box 14(4).
Morris, William, 1834-1896. In [Another Book That Never Was...]: research material, drafts and proof sheets ([ca. 1998]). Ephemera Box 18(4-6).
Peterson, William S. In “William Morris and Charles Gere...,” ([ca. 1997]). Ephemera Box 18(3).
Price, Cormell, 1836-1910. In Names of the Principal Contributors,..., A.M.S., ([ca. 1856]). MOR 25.
Rossetti, Dante Gabriel, 1828-1882. In Names of the Principal Contributors,..., A.M.S., ([ca. 1856]). MOR 25.
Solomon, Abraham, 1823 or 4-1862. In Quotes and Information about Simeon Solomon, (not after 1999). Ephemerata Box 15(17).
Stansky, Peter, 1932-. Another Book That Never Was. In [ Another Book That Never Was...]: research material, drafts and proof sheets ([ca. 1998]). Ephemera Box 18(4-6).
Tiles -- Great Britain. In “William De Morgan and His Pottery...”, ([not after 1999]).Ephemera Box 15(14).


Indexing: Added Entries


Coronio, Aglaia. Addressee for Dante Gabriel Rossetti, 1828-1882, ([ca. 1875?]). MOR 505.
Dearle, Duncan. Joint author with Frances Dearle, postcard to Kezia Dearle, ([1928], June 14). MOR 164.
Donaldson, David W. In [A Rough Manuscript Version of the William Morris...], ([not after 1999]). Ephemeria Box 18(1).
Drawing. In William Frend De Morgan, 1839-1917, Rough Sketch of De Morgan Tile..., MS., ([not after 1917?]). MOR 8.
Drawing. In [William Morris, 1834-1896], “Or the heavens a loft...” A.MS., ([ca. 1890?]). MOR 17.
Drawing. In Simeon Solomon, 1840-1905, letter to [Edward C. Clifford], ([ca. 1865?]). MOR 531.
Fryberger, Betsy Geraghty. In [A Rough Manuscript Version of the William Morris...], ([not after 1999]). Ephemera Box 18(1).
Hughes, Edward. Addressee for Alexander Munro, ([1863, Feb. 12]). MOR 483.
Hughes, Edward R., 1832-1908? Addressee for [H. Lane (Henry Lane), 1871-1915]? (1901-1908?). MOR 599-600.
Photos related to De Morgans.
Stansky, Peter, 1932-. In [A Rough Manuscript Version of the William Morris...], ([not after 1999]). Ephemera Box 18(1).
Also: autograph note.

Manuscripts

Box 1
Manuscripts, Burne-Jones - Magnússon (MOR 1-12)


[Cockerell, Sydney Carlyle, Sir, 1867-1962]. [Notes on the printing of The Recuyell of the Histories of Troye by the Kelmscott Press], A.MS. (1 p.), ([ca. 1900?]). MOR 2

Also: index card with autograph note by Sanford Berger(?). Note: in pencil, written on Kelmscott Primrose watermarked paper; includes a quote by William Morris.


With a few autograph corrections and annotations.


[Dearle, John Henry, 1860-1932]. [Essay on William Morris and his legacy], A.MS. (4 p.), ([not after 1932]). MOR 5

Note: fragile -- draft copy; originally enclosed in "Article on Textiles...," now cataloged separately.

[Dearle, John Henry, 1860-1932]. "Following are the inscriptions on the cartoons with translation...:" [translations of stain glass inscriptions], A.MS. (3 p.), ([not after 1932]). MOR 6

Signed: "H D".

[Dearle, John Henry, 1860-1932]. Paradise Window -- The Reunion in Paradise: [description of Christ in Glory in Paradise window], A.MS. (1 p.), ([ca. 1902]). MOR 7


[De Morgan, William Frend, 1839-1917]. "Rough sketch of De Morgan Tile bearing stamp of Merton Abbey period," MS. (1 p.), ([not after 1917?]). MOR 8

Transferred from Art Gallery, Jan. 8, 2003, originally enclosed in William De Morgan scrapbook.

[Ellis, Frederick Startridge, 1830-1901]. [Valuation of manuscripts and printed books in the Library of William Morris at the time of his death], A.MS. (60 p.), (1896). MOR 9

Note: bound volume with a few blank pages; in the hand of Ellis with pencil annotations by Charles Fairfax Murray, 1849-1919, and a signed, autograph note by Sir Sydney Carlyle Cockerell, 1867-1962. Cataloger’s note: small, red place markers were put in the volume by Sanford Berger.

Fleming, Alice Macdonald, db. 1868-. "The Valley of Shadows:" [poem], A.M.S.S. (1 p.), ([ca. 1900]). MOR 11
Also enclosed: small autograph note from scrapbook. Note: this poem is pasted down on the original scrapbook page, it was decided the poem could not safely be removed from the page. A printed reproduction of the painting, "The Valley of Shadows," is cataloged in Ephemera. Transferred from Art Gallery, Jan. 8, 2003, originally enclosed in William De Morgan scrapbook.

Note: translated by Magnússon, heavily corrected and annotated with additional verses of poetry by Morris; bound volume with a few blank pages.

Box 2

Manuscripts, Minto - Winmill and Unidentified (MOR 13-26)

Related Material
There are also 13 miscellaneous index lists created by Morris & Company of images used in their stained glass projects in the Oversize Materials (Box 19, Folder 1).

Morriss, William, 1834-1896. "Art, Wealth, and Riches:" [an Address delivered at...the Manchester Literary Club...], MS. (typewritten: 32 p.), (1883, Mar. 6).
MOR 14
With autograph corrections and annotations, some in an unknown hand. Note: title page is marked: "No. 3".

[Morris, William, 1834-1896]. "Lacked they all speech...:" [poem from Saga Library], A.M.S. (2 p.), ([ca. 1890?]). MOR 15
Note: fragile.

Also: the original binding; it was decided to remove the manuscript from the binding for cataloging. Originally enclosed: xeroxed and printed articles about the history of the Chinese in California; now cataloged in Ephemera.

[Morris, William, 1834-1896]. "Or the heavens a loft...:" [poem from Saga Library], A.M.S. (2 p.), ([ca. 1890?]). MOR 17
With small floral sketches.

[Morris, William, 1834-1896]? "S. John of Malta instituted the order of the Trinitarians...:" [prose narrative], A.M.S. (2 p.), ([not after 1896]). MOR 18
With corrections and annotations, some in an unknown hand. Note: the first page is marked: "No. 5;" printed version of lecture cataloged as RB 607570.

Phillpotts, Eden, 1862-1960. "A Devon Courting:" [poem] from Children of the Mist, A.M.S.S. (1 p.), ([ca. 1900]). MOR 21

[Winmill, Charles Canning]. [George Washington Jack's family tree] and [list of Replicas of G. Jack's casts], A.M.S. (2 p.), ([ca. 1932?]). MOR 23

Winmill, Charles Canning. [Notes on George Washington Henry Jack, written for the Art Workers Guild], A.M.S.S. (7 p.), ([ca. 1932?]). MOR 24

----- Names of the Principal Contributors to the Oxford and Cambridge Magazine, A.MS. (4 p.), ([ca. 1856]). MOR 25
Note: copied out by a secretary.

----- [Reminiscences of William Hackstoun], A.MS. (5 p.), ([ca. 1925?]). MOR 26

Correspondence

Correspondence, Aitken - Brown, Burne-Jones, E. (Agnew-Dearle) (MOR 27-80)


Alma-Tadema, Lawrence, Sir, 1836-1912. 1 letter to William Holman Hunt, 1827-1910, A.L.S. (1 p.), ([1871-1875], Apr. 9), London (Eng.). MOR 33
Enclosure: description of a rare volume, Welcome in a Poem, which Almack is considering buying.

[Armstrong, Thomas, 1832-1911]? 1 letter to Edward R. Hughes, 1832-1908, A.L.S. (4 p.), (1907, June 14), Abbots Langley (Herts., Eng.). MOR 36
Ashbee, C.R. (Charles Robert), 1863-1942. 1 letter to Mr. ----- Breslauer, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1927, Mar. 7), [Vienna (Austria)]. MOR 37
Ashbee, C.R. (Charles Robert), 1863-1942. 1 letter to Graham Pollard, A.L.S. (2 p.), (1930, Oct. 6), Sevenoaks (Kent, Eng.). MOR 38
Ashbee, C.R. (Charles Robert), 1863-1942. 1 letter to Dr. Crane Thomson, A.L.S. (2 p.), (1893, Feb. 10), London (Eng.). MOR 39


Bell, Robert Anning, 1863-1933. 2 letters to Edward R. Hughes, 1832-1908, (1901-1904), Chelsea and East Hagbourne, Berks. (Eng.). MOR 41-42

[Beran]?, A.E. 1 card to [H.C. (Henry Currie) Marillier, 1865-1951], A.N.S. (1 p.), ([ca. 1914?], Nov. 6), Fawley (Eng.). MOR 43

Formerly in Art Gallery attached to stained glass 2000.5.1226.


Transferred from Art Gallery, Jan. 8, 2003, originally enclosed in William De Morgan scrapbook.

Bone, David W. (David William), 1874-1959. 1 postcard to Thomas Warburton, A.N.S. (1 p.), (1932, July 2). MOR 45

Booth, Charles, 1840-1916. 1 letter to Edward R. Hughes, 1832-1908, A.L.S. (2 p.), (1908, Jan. 15), London (Eng.). MOR 46

Boyce, George Price, 1826-1897. 1 letter to Edward R. Hughes, 1832-1908, A.L.S. (3 p.), (1873, June 9), Chelsea (Eng.). MOR 47

With envelope.


Brett, John, 1831-1902. 1 letter to [H.H. Batten]?, A.L.S. (3 p.), (1879, Mar. 14), London (Eng.). MOR 49

British Museum. 1 letter to Dorothy Walker, 1878-1963, Printed form, filled in (2 p.), (1939, Feb. 13), London (Eng.). MOR 50


Brooke, Stopford Augustus, 1832-1916. 1 letter to Arthur Hughes, 1832-1915, A.L.S. (2 p.), (1910, Jan. 21), London (Eng.). MOR 51

Brooke, Stopford Augustus, 1832-1916. 1 postcard to Edward R. Hughes, 1832-1908, A.N.S. (1 p.), (1908, Nov. 13), London (Eng.). MOR 52

Brown, Ford Madox, 1821-1893. 1 letter to Frederick Craven, A.L.S. (2 p.), (1871, Dec. 18), London (Eng.). MOR 53

Burne-Jones, Edward Coley, Sir, 1833-1898. 1 note to Mr. ----- [Agnew]? A.N.S. (1 p.), ([1880?]), London (Eng.). MOR 54


Note: addressed to "W B" and signed, "Ned.

Burne-Jones, Edward Coley, Sir, 1833-1898. 1 note and 2 letters to Elizabeth Burden, ([ca. 1870?-1877]), London (Eng.). MOR 56-58


Burne-Jones, Edward Coley, Sir, 1833-1898. 1 letter to Sir Sidney Colvin, 1845-1927, A.L.S. (1 p.), ([ca. 1870?]). MOR 60
Correspondence, Burne-Jones, E. (Gladstone-Sotheby) - Cockerell (Ashworth- Hipkins)  
(MOR 81-133)

Burne-Jones, Edward Coley, Sir, 1833-1898. 2 letters to Mary Gladstone, ([ca. 
1880? - ca. 1894?]), London (Eng.). MOR 81-82.
1908, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1890, Mar. 19), London (Eng.). MOR 83
Burne-Jones, Edward Coley, Sir, 1833-1898. 1 letter to Frederick Hollyer, 
1837-1933, A.L.S. (2 p.), ([1894?]), London (Eng.). MOR 84
Burne-Jones, Edward Coley, Sir, 1833-1898. 1 letter to [Marcus Bourne Huish, 
1845-1921]?, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1882, Apr. 30), London (Eng.). MOR 85
Burne-Jones, Edward Coley, Sir, 1833-1898. 1 letter to Mr. ----- Kitchen, A.L.S. (1 
p.), (1868, May 22), London (Eng.). MOR 86
Burne-Jones, Edward Coley, Sir, 1833-1898. 1 letter to Mrs. ----- Lewis, A.L.S. (2 
p.), ([ca. 1890?]), London (Eng.). MOR 87
Burne-Jones, Edward Coley, Sir, 1833-1898. 1 letter to [William Morris, 
1834-1896?], A.L.S. (4 p.), ([ca. 1892?]), London (Eng.). MOR 88
Burne-Jones, Edward Coley, Sir, 1833-1898. 1 letter to Miss ----- Palmer, A.L.S. (3 
p.), ([ca. 1870?]). MOR 89
Burne-Jones, Edward Coley, Sir, 1833-1898. 1 letter to Lady ---- Pollock, A.L.S. (2 
p.), ([1892?, Dec. 1]), London (Eng.). MOR 90

With envelope.

Burne-Jones, Edward Coley, Sir, 1833-1898. 2 letters to Sir Edward J. (Edward 
James) Reed, 1830-1906, ([1889?-ca. 1890?]), London (Eng.). MOR 91-92
Burne-Jones, Edward Coley, Sir, 1833-1898. 1 letter to Mrs. [Smalley]??, A.L.S. (2 
p.), ([ca. 1890?]), London (Eng.). MOR 93

Note: fragile.

1870?]), London (Eng.). MOR 94
Burne-Jones, Edward Coley, Sir, 1833-1898. 1 letter to Dear Sir, A.L.S. (1 p.), 
(1874, Jan. 1), London (Eng.). MOR 95
1896?]), London (Eng.). MOR 96
Burne-Jones, Edward Coley, Sir, 1833-1898. 1 letter to Mrs. ----- Sotheby, A.L.S. (2 
p.), ([ca. 1868?]), London (Eng.). MOR 97
Burne-Jones, Georgiana, Lady, 1840-1920. 2 letters to H. Buxton (Harry Buxton) 
Forman, 1842-1917, (1897), Rottingdean (Sussex) and London (Eng.). MOR 98-99.

Note: MOR 98 removed from RB 607937, Oct. 6, 2005.

Burne-Jones, Georgiana, Lady, 1840-1920. 1 letter to Miss ----- Jones, A.L.S. (2 p.), 
(1867, Nov. 26), London (Eng.). MOR 100
Burne-Jones, Georgiana, Lady, 1840-1920. 1 letter to Dear Madam, A.L.S. (1 p.), 
(1895, Sep. 27), Rottingdean (Sussex, Eng.). MOR 101
Burne-Jones, Georgiana, Lady, 1840-1920. 1 letter to Dear Madam, A.L.S. (2 p.), 
(1907, Jan. 25), Rottingdean (Sussex, Eng.). MOR 102
Burne-Jones, Georgiana, Lady, 1840-1920. 1 letter to Rebecca Solomon, 
1832-1886, A.L.S. (4 p.), (1866, Dec. 13), London (Eng.). MOR 103

Note: very fragile.

p.), (1898, June 30), London (Eng.). MOR 104
Callow, William, 1812-1908. 1 letter to Edward R. Hughes, 1832-1908, A.L.S. (3 p.), (1903, July 6), Great Missenden (Bucks., Eng.). MOR 105
With envelope.

Carlisle, Earl of, George James Howard, 1843-1911. 2 letters to Elizabeth Burden, (1889), Brampton and York (Eng.). MOR 106-107.
Clifford, Edward C. 1 note to [May Morris, 1862-1938]?, A.N.S. (1 p.), ([ca. 1914?]). MOR 109
With drawing.

Cobden-Sanderson, Annie, 1852-1944. 1 letter to Mr. ----- Evans, A.L.S. (2 p.), (1922, Sep. 9), Hammersmith (London, Eng.). MOR 113
Also: newspaper clipping from The Times, Aug. 27, 1926, about The Journals of Thomas James Cobden-Sanderson, 1879-1922.

With envelope.

Cobden-Sanderson, T.J. (Thomas James), 1840-1922. 2 letters to [Sir Sydney Carlyle Cockerell, 1867-1962], (1909), London (Eng.). MOR 115-116.
Note: MOR 115 also contains newspaper clipping from The Times, Nov. 26, 1945; an obituary for Mr. D.B. Cockerell, brother of Sir Sydney and employee of The Doves Bindery and The Doves Press.

Cobden-Sanderson, T.J. (Thomas James), 1840-1922. 1 postcard to Hachbetter & Co., A.N.S. (1 p.), (1904, Apr. 27), London (Eng.). MOR 117
Cobden-Sanderson, T.J. (Thomas James), 1840-1922. 1 postcard to Sir Ambrose Heal, 1872-, A.N.S. (1 p.), (1913, Apr. 14), London (Eng.). MOR 118
Cobden-Sanderson, T.J. (Thomas James), 1840-1922. 1 letter to [Mr. Newbigin]?, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1921, May 31), London (Eng.). MOR 119
Cobden-Sanderson, T.J. (Thomas James), 1840-1922. 1 letter to Dear Sir, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1913, Apr. 24), [London (Eng.)]. MOR 120
Also enclosed: length of thread.

Cobden-Sanderson, T.J. (Thomas James), 1840-1922. 2 letters to Arthur F. Tindall, (1911- 1913), London (Eng.). MOR 121-122.
Cockerell, Sydney Carlyle, Sir, 1867-1962. 1 note to Miss ----- Faithful, A.N.S. (1 p.), (1911, June 22), Cambridge (Eng.). MOR 127
Cockerell, Sydney Carlyle, Sir, 1867-1962. 1 letter to Edith Hipkins, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1930, Apr. 7), Cambridge (Eng.). MOR 133

Box 5

Correspondence, Cockerell (Hollyer-Wormald), Cole - Fielding (MOR 134-188)

Cockerell, Sydney Carlyle, Sir, 1867-1962. 1 letter to Mr. ----- Hughes, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1956, July 23), Richmond (Surrey, Eng.). MOR 137
Enclosed: cancelled check made out by William Morris to C.E. Keates, Jan. 4, 1893.

Note: this letter appears to be a copy as it is also signed and dated: "Sydney Cockerell, Kew 7 April 1958".

Note: signed as "secretary.

Note: signed as "secretary" to William Morris.


Cockerell, Sydney Carlyle, Sir, 1867-1962. 1 note to Sir John Wormald, 1859-1933, A.N.S. (1 p.), (1927, Jan. 8), Cambridge (Eng.). MOR 147
Conder, Charles Edward, 1868-1909. 1 letter to Mr. ----- Thompson, A.L.S. (2 p.), ([ca. 1900?]), London (Eng.). MOR 150
Also: typed transcription.

Crane, Walter, 1845-1915. 1 letter to Elizabeth Burden, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1888, Oct. 26), London (Eng.). MOR 151
With envelope.

Crane, Walter 1845-1915. 2 letters to [Edward R. Hughes, 1832-1908], (1882), Tunbridge Wells and Littlehampton (Eng.). MOR 152-153.
Crane, Walter, 1845-1915. 1 letter to James Stanley Little, 1856-1940, A.L.S. (4 p.), (1886, Mar. 30), London (Eng.). MOR 155
Creese, W.D. 1 note to [H.C. (Henry Currie) Marillier, 1865-1951], A.N.S. (1 p.), (1913, Nov. 5), Birmingham (Eng.). MOR 156
Formerly in Art Gallery attached to stained glass 2000.5.1238.
*Daily Chronicle* (London, Eng.). 1 letter to A.M.H. Solomon, L.S. (typewritten: 1 p.), (1917, June 8), London (Eng.). MOR 159


Daniel, [P---- A----?] 1 letter to Edward R. Hughes, 1832-1908, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1901, Mar. 3), London (Eng.). MOR 162

Dearle, Frances and Dearle, Duncan. 1 postcard to Kezia Dearle, A.N.S. (1 p.), ([1928], June 14), Shanklin (Isle of Wight). MOR 164

Note: addressed to Mrs. J.H. Dearle, in pencil.

[Dearle, John Henry, 1860-1932]. 1 picture postcard to -----, A.N. (1 p.), ([not after 1932]). MOR 165
De Casseres, Benjamin, 1873-1945. 1 postcard to Thomas Warburton, A.N.S. (1 p.), (1939, June 1), New York (N.Y.). MOR 166


Also: photo of Augustus De Morgan and transcription of letter removed from scrapbook (2 p.). Note: letter also contains autograph note and comments (in pencil). Transferred from Art Gallery, Jan. 8, 2003, originally enclosed in William De Morgan scrapbook.


Transferred from Art Gallery, Jan. 8, 2003, originally enclosed in William De Morgan scrapbook.

De Morgan, Mrs. (Evelyn). 1 postcard to A.M.W. (Anna Maria Wilhelmina) Stirling, 1685-1965, A.N.S. (1 p.), ([1909]?, Aug. 27), Woolacombe (Devon, Eng.). MOR 170

Also: page from scrapbook on which postcard was mounted. Transferred from Art Gallery, Jan. 8, 2003, originally enclosed in William De Morgan scrapbook.

De Morgan, William Frend, 1839-1917. 2 letters to Madame [Bidichon], (1876), London (Eng.). MOR 171-172.
Note: MOR 172 contains a drawing. Transferred from Art Gallery, Jan. 8, 2003, originally enclosed in William De Morgan scrapbook.


Transferred from Art Gallery, Jan. 8, 2003, originally enclosed in William De Morgan scrapbook.
Transferred from Art Gallery, Jan. 8, 2003, originally enclosed in William De Morgan scrapbook.

De Morgan, William Frend, 1839-1917. 1 letter to [Miss] Philips, A.L.S. (2 p.), (1888, Nov. 9), London (Eng.). MOR 177 
Transferred from Art Gallery, Jan. 8, 2003, originally enclosed in William De Morgan scrapbook.

Transferred from Art Gallery, Jan. 8, 2003, originally enclosed in William De Morgan scrapbook.

[De Morgan, William Frend, 1839-1917]. 1 letter to -----, A.L. (1 p.), (1898, Jan. 9), [London (Eng.)]. MOR 179 


Note: fragile.

Ellis, Frederick Startridge, 1830-1901. 1 letter to Elizabeth Burden, A.L.S. (2 p.), (1888, May 8), Torquay (Eng.). MOR 182
Ellis, Frederick Startridge, 1830-1901. 4 letters to H. Buxton (Harry Buxton) Forman, 1842-1917, (1893-1895), Torquay (Eng.). MOR 183-186

Fielding, Una. 1 card to Mrs. ----- Sparrow, A.N.S. (1 p.), (1935, [Oct.?]), Kelmscott Manor, Lechlade (Oxon., Eng.). MOR 188
With envelope. Written on behalf of May Morris; please see M. Morris letter to Mrs. Sparrow, Oct. 6, 1935.

Box 6

Correspondence, Floud - Hyndman (MOR 189-243)
Floud, Peter. 2 letters to Miss F.J. Lefroy, (1952), London (Eng.). MOR 189-190
[Forman, H. Buxton (Harry Buxton), 1842-1917]. 1 letter to Frederick Startridge Ellis, 1830-1901, L.S. (4 p.), (1897, Dec. 16), London (Eng.). MOR 191
Note: dictated by Forman and marked "copy.

Forman, H. Buxton (Harry Buxton), 1842-1917. 1 letter to Bernard Shaw, 1856-1950, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1897, Mar. 19), London (Eng.). MOR 192

Forman, H. Buxton (Harry Buxton), 1842-1917. 1 postcard and 1 letter to Sir Emery Walker, 1851-1933, (1897), London (Eng.). MOR 193-194.
Note: MOR 193 followed by A.N. from Walker to Forman and MOR 194 followed by A.N.S. from Walker to Forman. Removed from RB 607622-3, Oct. 6, 2005.
Correspondence


Also: hand-press printing sample: Catalani(?).

Gilbert, Alfred, 1854-1934. 1 letter to Edward R. Hughes, 1832-1908, A.L.S. (3 p.), (1900, Nov. 22), London (Eng.). MOR 198

With envelope.

Gilchrist, Murray, 1868-1917. 1 letter to Robert Haig Dunbar, d. 1919, A.L.S. (2 p.), (1903, June 30), Holmesfield (Eng.). MOR 199
Gilchrist, Murray, 1868-1917. 1 letter to Miss ----- Pendered, A.L.S. (2 p.), (1897, Sep. 21), Holmesfield (Eng.). MOR 200
Gill, Eric, 1882-1940. 1 postcard to Messers. Sherratt & Hughes, A.N.S. (1 p.), (1927, Feb. 8), London (Eng.). MOR 201
Goodwin, Albert, 1845-1932. 1 letter to Edward R. Hughes, 1832-1908, A.L.S. (4 p.), (1896, Mar. 26), Ilfracombe (Eng.). MOR 203

With envelope.

Gosse, Edmund, 1849-1928. 1 letter to Eugene Mason, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1895, Sep. 12), London (Eng.). MOR 204

With envelope.


With envelope.

Guppy, Henry, 1861-1948. 1 letter to Mr. G---- Smithurst, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1936, Feb. 17), Buxton (Derbys., Eng.). MOR 206
Guthrie, James, 1874-. 1 letter to Nora Chesson, 1871-1906, A.L.S. (2 p.), (1905, May 7), Petersfield (Hants., Eng.). MOR 207

Also: autograph note about James Guthrie glued onto second page of letter (in an unknown hand).

Guthrie, James, 1874-. 1 letter to Dear Sir, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1903, Apr. 22), Petersfield (Hants., Eng.). MOR 208

Also: article entitled, "The Dyspeptic’s Opportunity," from The Graphic, July 10, 1911, glued onto letter. Article deals with the Rev. James Guthrie.

Hardie, James Keir, 1856-1915. 1 letter to Dear Sir, A.L.S. (3 p.), (1896, Feb. 4), Glasgow (Scot.). MOR 209

Draft copy.


With envelope.

Hawkridge, D----. 1 card and 1 postcard to Sanford Berger, ([ca. 1990?]-1992), Leighton Buzzard ( Beds., Eng.). MOR 211-212.

Also: MOR 212 contains pamphlet from the Museum Meermanno-Westreeianum and envelope.
   Also: MOR 213 contains draft of address to be presented to Sir Emery Walker on the occasion of his 80th birthday; with pencil corrections. Also: pencil and ink drawing of Sir Emery Walker's Coat of Arms.

Hickson, W---- H----- 2 letters to [H.C. (Henry Currie) Marillier, 1865-1951], (1913), Marple (Eng.). MOR 216-217.
   Note: MOR 216 includes list of figures in the stained glass. MOR 216 formerly in Art Gallery attached to stained glass 2000.5.1227 and MOR 217 formerly in Art Gallery attached to stained glass 2000.5.1208.

Hill, Octavia, 1838-1912. 1 letter to Mr. ----- Hughes, A.L.S. (2 p.), (1873, Dec. 9), London (Eng.). MOR 218
   Holbrow, H---- J---- 1 letter to A.M.H. Solomon, L.S. (typewritten: 1 p.), (1936, Dec. 7), Calne (Wilt., Eng.). MOR 220

Holiday, Henry, 1839-1927. 2 letters to Catherine Raven Holiday, (1877), London (Eng.). MOR 221-222.
   Note: MOR 222 contains drawings.


Holliday, J---- R---- 1 letter to May Morris, 1862-1938, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1913, Aug. 28), Edgbaston (Eng.). MOR 224
   Also signed by W.E. Redway.

Hopkins, Francis. 1 letter to Miss F.J. Lefroy, A.L.S. (2 p.), (1963, June 6), Tring (Herts., Eng.). MOR 226
   Hornby, Charles Harry St. John, 1867-1946. 1 letter to Herbert Wright, A.L.S. (2 p.), (1924, June 24), London (Eng.). MOR 233
   Hughes, Arthur, 1832-1915. 1 letter to Edward Robert Hughes, 1851-1914, A.L.S. (2 p.), (ca. 1900?), (1903, June 6). MOR 234
   Hughes, Edward Robert, 1851-1914. Autograph to -----, (1 p.), (1903, June 6). MOR 235


Note: addressed to “My dear right hand,” in pencil.

Hunt, William Holman, 1827-1910. 1 letter to Mr. ----- Mochelles, A.L.S. (4 p.), (1898, Jan. 16), London (Eng.). MOR 238

Hunt, William Holman, 1827-1910. 1 letter to Edward Robert Hughes, 1851-1914, L.S. (1 p.), (1909, May 20), London (Eng.). MOR 239

Note: text written in another hand.


Note: second page cut off under signature.

Hutchinson, Thomas. 1 letter to H. Buxton (Harry Buxton) Forman, 1842-1917, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1897, Nov. 10), Morpeth (Northumb., Eng.). MOR 241

Also: poem entitled, "William Morris’s ‘Poems by the Way’,” dated and signed, “T.H.

Hyndman, H.M. (Henry Mayers), 1842-1921. 1 letter to H. Buxton (Harry Buxton) Forman, 1842-1917, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1897, Nov. 10), London (Eng.). MOR 242


Hyndman, H.M. (Henry Mayers), 1842-1921. 1 letter to My dear Sir, A.L.S. (2 p.), (ca. 1900?), Sep. 18), London (Eng.). MOR 243

Correspondence, Image - Morris, J (MOR 244-293)

Image, Selwyn, 1849-1930. 2 letters to Edward R. Hughes, 1832-1908, (1903), London (Eng.). MOR 244-245.

Image, Selwyn, 1849-1930. 2 letters to Mr. ----- Whelen, (1909), London (Eng.). MOR 246-247.

[J-----, A S A]? 1 letter to [Paul Bloomfield, 1898-], A.L.S. (1 p.), (1935, Aug. 18), Finchingfield (Essex, Eng.). MOR 248


Note: MOR 249 also contains printed biographical note about W.R. Lethaby and was originally attached to a note from Winmill to F.W. Troup, [Sep. 1931]. Transferred from Art Gallery, Dec. 10, 2003, originally enclosed in Philip Webb and William Lethaby file.

Jones, Owen, 1809-1874, 1 letter to Scott Russell, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1868, May 25), London (Eng.). MOR 251


Transferred from Art Gallery, Jan. 8, 2003, originally enclosed in William De Morgan scrapbook.
Lister, John. 1 letter to James Shaw Maxwell, c. 1855-c. 1897, A.L.S. (3 p.), (1893, Apr. 21), Halifax (Eng.). MOR 263
Also: copy of a letter from the Bloomsbury Socialist Society, n.d.

Lloyd, Tom. 2 letters to [Arthur Hughes, 1832-1915]? (1908-1910), Littlehampton (Eng.). MOR 264-265.

MacCarthy, Maud, Dame, 1858-1949. 1 autograph to -----, (1 p.), (1900, Feb.). MOR 266

Note: MOR 270-271 contain notes and annotations.

Mackail, J.W. (John Williams), 1859-1945. 1 letter to Dear [Partgate]? (1910?), Dec. 21), London (Eng.). MOR 272
Mann, Tom, 1856-1941. 1 note to A D Imes & Co, A.N.S. (1 p.), (1894, Apr. 25), London (Eng.). MOR 273
Millais, John Everett, Sir, 1829-1896. 1 letter to Dear Madam, A.L.S. (2 p.), (1894, July 31), London (Eng.). MOR 278
Millais, John Everett, Sir, 1829-1896. 1 note to Dear Sir, A.N.S. (1 p.), (1867, Feb. 9), London (Eng.). MOR 279
Moore, George, 1852-1933. 1 letter to Thomas Warburton, A.L.S. (2 p.), (1921, Mar. 22), London (Eng.). MOR 281
With envelope.

Note: signed "S M".

With envelopes.

Morris, Jane Burden. 1 note to [John Coleman Kenworthy, 1861-1915]? A.N.S. (1 p.), (1902, Mar. 29), Kelmcott Manor, Lechlade (Oxon., Eng.). MOR 289
Morris, Jane Burden. 1 note to Sir, A.N.S. (1 p.), (1907, July 26), Kelmcott Manor, Lechlade (Oxon., Eng.). MOR 291
Correspondence

Box 8

Correspondence, Morris, May (Bramley - Wright) (MOR 294-342)

Morris, May, 1862-1938. 1 postcard to Charles Bramley, A.N.S. (1 p.), ([ca. 1920?], Apr. 30), Kelmscott Manor, Lechlade (Oxon., Eng.). MOR 294

Note: signed M.M.


Letters with envelopes.

Morris, May, 1862-1938. 1 letter to Mr. ----- Christy, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1897, Jan. 15), Cairo (Egypt). MOR 306

Note: signed May Morris Sparling.


Note: signed May Morris Sparling.

Morris, May, 1862-1938. 1 letter to Chariclea Danneuclther, A.L.S. (2 p.), (1910, Sep. 21), London (Eng.). MOR 308


Morris, May, 1862-1938. 1 letter to Mr. ----- Hayward, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1934, May 3), Kelmscott Manor, Lechlade (Oxon., Eng.). MOR 313


Morris, May, 1862-1938. 1 postcard to [Mrs.] K.E. Kirkbride, A.N.S. (1 p.), (1920, Jan. 6), Cardigan (Wales). MOR 317

Morris, May, 1862-1938. 1 card to Dear Madam, A.N.S. (2 p.), (1925, Oct. 11), Kelmscott Manor, Lechlade (Oxon., Eng.). MOR 318


Morris, May, 1862-1938. 1 letter to Mr. ----- Norman, A.L.S. (2 p.), (1918, Nov. 24), Kelmscott Manor, Lechlade (Oxon., Eng.). MOR 321


Note: MOR 328 also contains two autograph pages and one typewritten page (with penciled notes) of names. The autograph pages are in the hand of May Morris; the typewritten page was possibly prepared by Miss Saunders. Some with envelopes and some are signed: M.M.

Morris, May, 1862-1938. 1 postcard to Dear Sir, A.N.S. (2 p.), (1918, Oct. 21), Kelmscott Manor, Lechlade (Oxon., Eng.). MOR 333

Correspondence


Transferred from Art Gallery, Jan. 8, 2003, originally enclosed in William De Morgan scrapbook.

Morris, May, 1862-1938. 1 card and 1 letter to Mr. ----- Wilson, (1928-1934), Llanidloes (Wales) and Kelmscott Manor, Lechlade (Oxon., Eng.). MOR 339-340.

Morris, May, 1862-1938. 1 letter to Herbert Wright, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1924, Feb. 10), Kelmscott Manor, Lechlade (Oxon., Eng.). MOR 341

Morris, May, 1862-1938. 1 card to -----, A.N.S. (1 p.), (1910, Dec.). MOR 342

Note: greeting card has a printed drawing by Dante Gabriel Rossetti, 1828-1882.


With envelope (attached to letter).

Morris, William, 1834-1896. 1 note to [William Henry Bowden]?, A.N.S. (1 p.), (1891, Dec. 17), [London (Eng.)]. MOR 344

Note: cancelled check.

Morris, William, 1834-1896. 1 letter to Mr. ----- Bowman, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1878, Aug. 8), Bloomsbury (London, Eng.). MOR 345


Morris, William, 1834-1896. 1 letter to George Campfield, A.L.S. (1 p.), ([1886, Sep. 26]), Manchester (Eng.). MOR 347

Morris, William, 1834-1896. 1 note to [George James Howard, Earl of Carlisle, 1843-1911], A.N.S. (1 p.), ([ca. 1870?]), Bloomsbury (London, Eng.). MOR 348


With envelope.


With envelope.

Morris, William, 1834-1896. 1 letter to Mr. ----- Cook, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1878, Oct. 14), Bloomsbury (London, Eng.). MOR 353


Correspondence, Morris, W. (De Morgan - MacDonald) (MOR 395-447)


Note: written in verse as an acrostic poem; some water damage.
   Note: addressed to “Dear Madam” and signed William Morris per MM [May Morris].


   Note: damaged.

[Morris, William, 1834-1896]. 1 note to [Ellis and Elvey]?, A.N. (1 p.), ([1892?, Sep. 15?]). MOR 399
   Fragment only.

   Note: addressed to “Dear Sir;” removed from RB 608598.

Morris, William, 1834-1896. 2 letters to Frederic Every, (1873), Bloomsbury and Turnham Green (London, Eng.). MOR 401-402.
   With envelopes, MOR 402 is fragile.


   Note: MOR 404 removed from RB 607041.

   Note: on verso, penciled note in an unknown hand.


   Note: incomplete(?); portion torn away with loss of text.

[Morris, William, 1834-1896]. 1 note to Constantine A. Ionides, N.S. (1 p.), (1880, Feb. 22), Bloomsbury (London, Eng.). MOR 438
   Note: on bottom of note: “copy of letter to Constantine A. Ionides.”
Note: written and signed by Sir Sydney Carlyle Cockerell, 1867-1962, as secretary.

Morris, William, 1834-1896. 1 letter to Joseph Lane, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1885, Jan. 19), London (Eng.). MOR 444
Note: fragile.

Note: bottom portion of final page cut away -- no loss of text.

Box 11

Correspondence, Morris, W. (Marks - Webb), Moses - Robinson (MOR 448-502)
Morris, William, 1834-1896. 1 letter to Newman Marks, A.L.S. (3 p.), (1880, Nov. 29), Bloomsbury (London, Eng.). MOR 448
Note: a draft letter; fragile.

Note: addressed to "Dear Sirs," with autograph note and underlining in red ink in an unknown hand.

Morris, William, 1834-1896. 1 letter to John Ruskin, 1819-1900, A.L.S. (3 p.), (1879, Nov. 3), Bloomsbury (London, Eng.). MOR 454
Note: on verso, autograph note (in pencil) in an unknown hand, providing information about St. Mark’s.

[Morris, William, 1834-1896]. 1 letter to Dear Sir, A.L. (2 p.), ([ca. 1880?]),. MOR 455
Note: draft letter (?) with autograph note (in pencil) on verso.

Morris, William, 1834-1896. 1 note to Dear Sir, A.N.S. (1 p.), ([ca. 1883?]), University College (Oxford, Eng.). MOR 459
Morris, William, 1834-1896. 1 letter to Dear Sir, A.L.S. (1 p.), ([1891], Nov. 7), Kelmscott House, Hammersmith (London, Eng.). MOR 463


Note: written to either Frank or Robert Smith.

Morris, William, 1834-1896. 1 postcard to Miss [Louisa]? Starr, A.N.S. (1 p.), (1892, May 13), Kelmscott House, Hammersmith (London, Eng.). MOR 467

Note: damaged.


Morris, William, 1834-1896. 1 letter to Edith Marion Story, A.L.S. (3 p.), (1871, May 10), Bloomsbury (London, Eng.). MOR 469


Morris, William, 1834-1896. 1 postcard to James Tregaskis, A.N.S. (1 p.), (1891, Nov. 8), Chiswick (London, Eng.). MOR 471


Note: fragment (?); also, picture of William Morris and label -- all three items originally placed in a frame but removed for purposes of cataloging.

Morris, William, 1834-1896. 1 card to -----, signature on a printed card (1 p.), ([ca. 1879?]), Kelmscott House, Hammersmith (London, Eng.). MOR 475

Morris, William, 1834-1896. 1 autograph to -----, A.S. (1 p.), (1888, Jan. 27), Merton Abbey (Surrey, Eng.). MOR 476

Note: signature only.


Note: testimonial for Frederic Every; according to Kelvin’s Collected Letters, vol. 4, this was written as a general testimonial and dated this way based upon Morris’s postscript.

Morris, William, 1834-1896. 1 note to -----, A.N.S. (1 p.), ([ca.1896?]). MOR 478


Moses, William Stainton, 1840-1892. 1 letter to Mrs. (Evelyn) De Morgan, A.L.S. (4 p.), (1878, Mar. 21), London (Eng.). MOR 480

Note: followed by autograph note (in pencil); Transferred from Art Gallery, Jan. 8, 2003, originally enclosed in William De Morgan scrapbook.


Formerly in Art Gallery, attached to stained glass 2000.5.398.
Mundella, Anthony John, 1825-1897. 1 letter to Edward R. Hughes, 1832-1908, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1883, Feb. 24), London (Eng.). MOR 482
   With envelope.

Munro, Alexander. 1 letter to Edward Hughes, A.L.S. (4 p.), (1863, Feb. 14), London (Eng.). MOR 483
   With envelope.

Newbolt, Henry, Sir, 1862-1938. 1 letter to Henry-D. Davray, db. 1873, A.L.S. (2 p.), (c.a. 1900?), London (Eng.). MOR 485
   Also: note from scrapbook; Transferred from Art Gallery, Jan. 8, 2003, originally enclosed in William De Morgan scrapbook.

   Note: cut out from a letter, with writing on verso.

O'Faoláin, Séan, 1900-. 1 postcard to Thomas Warburton, A.N.S. (1 p.), (1936, May 16), Co. Wicklow (Ire.). MOR 488
Owen, Will, 1869-1957. 1 letter to Dear Madam, A.L.S. (2 p.), (not after 1957), Richmond (Surrey, Eng.). MOR 491
   Also: the name, John Nolan, and address, written on verso of letter in the hand of E. R. Hughes.

   Transferred from Art Gallery, Jan. 8, 2003, originally enclosed in William De Morgan scrapbook.

Poynter, Agnes, 1843-1906. 1 letter to Rebecca Solomon, 1832-1886, A.L.S. (8 p.), (1866-1867, Dec. 31 - Jan. 1), London (Eng.). MOR 494
   Note: very fragile; addressed to "Beckie," sister of Simeon Solomon, letter mentions many artists and actors.

Rackham, Arthur, 1867-1939. 1 letter to [Arthur Hughes, 1832-1915]?, A.L.S. (2 p.), (1910, Feb. 11), London (Eng.). MOR 496
Reid, [E---- W----]? 1 letter to Mrs. ----- MacDonald, A.L.S. (1 p.), (c.a. 1900?), July 14, London (Eng.). MOR 497
Richards, [S.?] 1 letter to Captain Warfield, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1891, Mar. 31). MOR 498
Ricketts, Charles, S., 1866-1931. 1 postcard to Mr. T----- Way, A.N.S. (1 p.), (1907, Mar. 13), London (Eng.). MOR 500
Robertson, W. Graham (Walford Graham), 1866-1948. 1 letter to Dear Madam, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1934, Feb. 22), Witley (Surrey, Eng.). MOR 501
Correspondence

   With autograph additions.

Box 12

Correspondence, Rogers - Walker, D. (MOR 503-555)

   With envelope. Also enclosed: two printed advertisements for books printed by Bruce Rogers.

Ross, Robert Baldwin, 1869-1918. 1 letter to May Morris, 1862-1938, A.L.S. (2 p.), ([ca. 1915?], Nov. 15), London (Eng.). MOR 504

Rossetti, Dante Gabriel, 1828-1882. 1 letter to [Aglaia Coronio]?, A.L.S. (1 p.), ([ca. 1875]?). MOR 505

Rossetti, Dante Gabriel, 1828-1882. 1 letter to William Morris, 1834-1896, A.L.S. (1 p.), ([ca. 1871]). MOR 506

   Also: red monogram.

Rossetti, Dante Gabriel, 1828-1882. 1 letter to ----- , A.L.S. (1 p.), ([ca. 1877]?). MOR 508
   Note: appears to be torn from a larger piece of paper (?).

Rossetti, William Michael, 1829-1919. 2 letters to Edward R. Hughes, 1832-1908, (1896), Davos-Platz (Switz.). MOR 509-510.

   Note: printed cartoon entitled, "The Chef" on verso of letter; the letter has been edited with sections struck out and arrows indicating sections to quote.

Royal Institute of British Architects. 1 letter to F.W. (Francis William) Troup, 1859-1941, L.S. (typewritten: 1 p.), (1931, Sep. 15), London (Eng.). MOR 512


Saintsbury, George, 1845-1933. 2 letters to May Morris, 1862-1938, (1930), Bath and London (Eng.). MOR 517-518.


Scott, William Bell, 1811-1890. 1 note and 1 letter to Edward Robert Hughes, 1851-1914, (ca. 1870?/), London (Eng.). MOR 520-521.
   Also enclosed in MOR 520: calling card for W.B. Scott, book plate and envelope addressed to Alice Boyd, dated July 4, 1881.

Shaw, Richard Norman, 1831-1912. 1 letter to E---- W---- Cooke, A.L.S. (3 p.), (1869, July 17), London (Eng.). MOR 523
  
  Note: nothing was enclosed with the letter.

Shields, Frederic, 1833-1911. 1 letter to Edward Robert Hughes, 1851-1914, A.L.S. (1 p.), ([1910], Feb. 5), Merton Park (Surrey, Eng.). MOR 524

Short, Frank, Sir, 1857-1945. 1 letter to Edward R. Hughes, 1832-1908, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1901, Jan. 30), London (Eng.). MOR 525

Sime, Sidney Herbert, 1867-1941. 1 note to Messers Sherratt & Hughes (firm), A.N.S. (1 p.), (1924, Mar. 18), Worpleston (Surrey, Eng.). MOR 526

Simon, John, Sir, 1816-1904. 1 autograph to ----- , A.S. (1 p.), ([not after 1904]). MOR 527
  
  Note: torn from a letter.


Smith, Robert Catterson, 1853-. 1 letter to May Morris, 1862-1938, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1933, Dec. 28), East Twickenham (Middlesex, Eng.). MOR 529

Smythe, Lionel Percy, 1840-1918. 1 letter to My Dear Hughes, A.L.S. (2 p.), ([not after 1918]), London (Eng.). MOR 530

Solomon, Simeon, 1840-1905. 1 letter to [Edward C. Clifford], A.L.S. (3 p.), ([ca. 1865?]). MOR 531
  
  With drawing.

[Sparling, H. Halliday (Henry Halliday)]? 1 letter to Dearest Teammate, A.L.S. (1 p.), ([1900?], Aug. [6]). MOR 532
  
  Note: signed "Harry," very fragile.

Stanhope, John Roddam Spencer, 1829-1908. 1 letter to [Arthur Hughes, 1832-1915], A.L.S. (3 p.), ([ca. 1900?], Mar. 6), Bellosquaro ([Italy]). MOR 533

Stanhope, John Roddam Spencer, 1829-1908. 1 letter to William Morris, 1834-1896, A.L.S. (2 p.), ([ca. 1890?], Dec. 6), Barnsley (Eng.). MOR 534

Starr, Louisa. 1 letter to Miss ----- Macgregor, A.L.S. (2 p.), ([ca. 1867?]), London (Eng.). MOR 535

Street, George Edmund, 1824-1881. 1 letter to My Dear [hol?], A.L.S. (8 p.), (1868, June 23), London (Eng.). MOR 536
  
  Also: includes list of buildings designed by G.E. Street.

Thomson, Leslie, d. 1929. 1 letter to Edward R. Hughes, 1832-1908, A.L.S. (4 p.), ([ca. 1900?], Feb. 11), Sydenham Hill (Eng.). MOR 537

Thornhill, Ethel Margaret, Lady. 1 letter to Frederick T. Bason, A.L.S. (3 p.), (1951, [Mar.] 1), Vaud (Switz.). MOR 538
  
  With envelope. Also enclosed: a typewritten account (1 p.) of her meeting with William Morris in 1893; also loose pages from a birthday book signed by Helen Constance Ramsay (March 23), William Morris (March 24) and May Morris (March 25).

  
  Letters include description of stained glass. Formerly in Art Gallery, attached to stained glass 2000.5.1228.

To-Day (Journal). 1 letter to A.M.H. Solomon, L.S. (typewritten: 1 p.), (1918, May 4), London (Eng.). MOR 541
  
Correspondence

Tours, Joseph. 1 letter to H.C. (Henry Currie) Marilier, 1865-1951, A.L.S. (3 p.), (1914, Jan. 19), Ryde (Eng.). MOR 542
Formerly in Art Gallery, attached to stained glass 2000.5.43.

Troup, F.W. (Francis William), 1859-1941. 1 letter to Charles Canning Winmill, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1931, Sep. 16), London (Eng.). MOR 543

Van Royen, J---- F----. 1 letter to Dear Sir, A.L.S. (4 p.), (1924, Aug. 16), The Hague (Netherlands). MOR 544

Transferred from Art Gallery, Jan. 8, 2003, originally enclosed in Emery Walker scrapbook.

Box 13

Correspondence, Walker, E. - Wyatt; Unidentified (MOR 556-611)
Walker, Emery, Sir, 1851-1933. 1 postcard to William Dawning, A.N.S. (1 p.), (1901, Aug. 6), London (Eng.). MOR 557
Walker, Emery, Sir, 1851-1933. 2 letters to Sir Ambrose Heal, 1872-, (1913), London (Eng.). MOR 558-559.
Walker, Emery, Sir, 1851-1933. 1 letter to Brian Hill, L.S. (1 p.), (1933, Mar. 31), London (Eng.). MOR 560
Note: written by a secretary and signed by Walker.
Walker, Emery, Sir, 1851-1933. 1 letter to Mr. ----- Norman, A.L.S. (3 p.), (1909, Jan. 4), London (Eng.). MOR 561
Walker, Emery, Sir, 1851-1933. 1 note to ----- , A.N.S. (1 p.), (1931, May 5), London (Eng.). MOR 565
Transferred from Art Gallery, Jan. 8, 2003, originally enclosed in Emery Walker scrapbook.


Walker, William Eyre, 1847-1930. 1 letter to [Edward R. Hughes, 1832-1908], A.L.S. (2 p.), ((1901?), Sep. 5), W. Byfleet (Surrey, Eng.). MOR 567
Wallis, Henry, 1830-1916. 2 letters to Edward R. Hughes, 1832-1908, (1901-[not after 1908]), Norwood and Sutton (Surrey, Eng.). MOR 568-569.
With envelopes.

Warburton, Thomas. 1 letter to George Moore, 1852-1933, A.L.S. (2 p.), (1921, Mar. 22), Manchester (Eng.). MOR 570
Note: marked "copy.

Note: draft copy.

   Also: MOR 572 contains two clippings about Warde. Note: name is spelled "Frederique" on the letters but the established name authority is spelled "Frederic.

Warne, George F. (George Frederic), Sir, 1845-1936. 1 letter to Sir Emery Walker, 1851-1933, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1916, May 2), Beaconsfield (Eng.). MOR 574

   Also: typewritten transcription.

Watts, George Frederick, 1817-1904. 1 letter to Mr. ----- Osler, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1880, Apr. 30). MOR 575

Watts, Mary S. 1 letter to May Morris, 1862-1938, A.L.S. (3 p.), (1934, Feb.. 28), Guildford (Surrey, Eng.). MOR 576

Watts-Dunton, Theodore, 1832-1914. 1 letter to Mr. ----- Besant, A.L.S. (2 p.), (1894, July 11), Isle of Wight (Eng.). MOR 577

Webb, Philip Speakman, 1831-1915. 5 letters to Elizabeth Burden, ([ca. 1870?]-1889), London (Eng.). MOR 578-582.

   Note: MOR 580 contains a drawing.

Webb, Philip Speakman, 1831-1915. 1 letter to G---- H---- [Croad??], A.L.S. (2 p.), (1880, Feb. 27), London (Eng.). MOR 583


Webb, Philip Speakman, 1831-1915. 1 letter to Mr. ----- Steele, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1899, Sep. 30), London (Eng.). MOR 585

   On verso: autograph note in an unknown hand.


West, Joseph Walter, d. 1933. 6 letters to Gerald Christy, (1896), Norwood (Middlesex, Eng.). MOR 587-592.

West, Joseph Walter, d. 1933. 1 letter to Edward Robert Hughes, 1851-1914, (1910), Norwood (Middlesex, Eng.). MOR 593

West, Joseph Walter, d. 1933. 1 letter and 1 note to Arthur Hughes, 1832-1915, (1910), Norwood (Middlesex, Eng.). MOR 594-595.

Whitaker, Kate. 1 card to Sir Ambrose Heal, 1872-, A.N.S. (1 p.), (1934, Oct. 17), Kelmscott Manor, Lechlade (Oxon., Eng.). MOR 596

   Note: written on behalf of May Morris. Also enclosed: platform ticket and invitation to the William Morris Centenary Celebration, Oct. 20, 1934.

Whitaker, Kate. 1 card to Miss E. M. Saunders, A.N.S. (1 p.), (1916, May 1), London (Eng.). MOR 597

Whitechapel Art Gallery. 1 letter to A.M.H. Solomon, A.L.S. (3 p.), (1906, Sep. 12), London (Eng.). MOR 598

   Note: signed by C. Campbell Ross, Secretary. Transferred from Art Gallery, Jan. 8, 2003, originally enclosed in Simeon Solomon file.

[Wilson, H. Lane (Henry Lane), 1871-1915]? 2 letters to [Edward R. Hughes, 1832-1908?], (1901-[1908?]), Borough Green (Kent, Eng.). MOR 599-600.

   Note: letters in Italian.

Winmill, Charles Canning. 1 letter to Henry Martineau Fletcher, 1870-1953, L.S. (typewritten: 1 p.), (1944, Feb. 22), Henham (Essex, Eng.). MOR 601

Correspondence


Winmill, Charles Canning. 1 note to F.W. (Francis William) Troup, 1859-1941, A.N.S. (1 p.), ([1931, Sep.]). MOR 604

Woolner, Thomas, 1825-1892. 1 letter to Mr. ----- Smith, A.L.S. (1 p.), (1868, June 5), London (Eng.). MOR 605
With drawing.

With drawing.

[-----, Edith?] 1 postcard to A.M.W. (Anna Maria Wilhelmina) Stirling, 1865-1965, A.N.S. (1 p.), (1928, Jan. 13), London (Eng.). MOR 607
Note: signature illegible. Transferred from Art Gallery, Jan. 8, 2003, originally enclosed in William De Morgan scrapbook.

-----. 1 note to [Mr. Arthur]?, A.N.S. (2 p.), ([ca. 1900?]), Oxford (Eng.). MOR 608
Note: signature illegible.

-----. 1 letter to [H.C. (Henry Currie) Marillier, 1865-1951], A.L. (2 p.), (1915, Sep. 11), Llandaff (Wales). MOR 609
Incomplete.

Note: signature illegible. Transferred from Art Gallery, Jan. 8, 2003, originally enclosed in William De Morgan scrapbook.

-----. 1 telegram to Sir Emery Walker, 1851-1933, draft (1 p.), (1896, Oct. 6). MOR 611
In pencil, draft written on behalf of Harry Buxton Forman concerning the funeral of William Morris.

Ephemera and Miscellaneous

"Two books containing Burne-Jones accounts with the firm of Morris & Co.:") [photocopy], (133 p.), (1861-1869).
Also: "With Compliments" note, signed by A.C. Sewter (1 p.). Note: Photocopy made from original account book held in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge University; photocopy removed from original cloth and leather binder -- binder cataloged separately in Ephemera.
Conditions of Use
Not to be reproduced.

William Morris Papers: Finding Aid mssMOR 1-611 48
Folder 2  
[Not after 1999]

Folder 3  
Photocopies and edited typewritten transcriptions of William Morris to Catherine Holiday letters, (89 p.). [ca. 1980]  
Also enclosed: typewritten letter from Sidney E. Berger to Sanford Berger, Feb. 27, 1980, with typewritten Introduction and autograph note. Note: copies made from Morris letters now in the Huntington William Morris Papers, please consult Finding Aid for call numbers.

Folder 4  
Photocopy and typewritten copies of various letters, auction catalogues, etc., (93 p.). [Not after 1999]  
Conditions of Use  
Not to be reproduced.

Folder 5  
Doves Press related photocopies, (36 p.). [Not after 1999]  
Conditions of Use  
Not to be reproduced.

Folder 6  
Checklist of Doves Press Ephemera, (20 p.). [Ca. 1990]  
Also: typewritten letter from Anthony Bliss to Sanford Berger, June 29, 1990 (1 p.).

Box 15  
Material removed from Scrapbooks, Printed Material, Photographs, Clippings

Folder 1  
Tanis, James, 1928-. “The Castle Bequest:” [printed article from Bryn Mawr Alumni Bulletin], (1 piece). 1971  

Folder 2  
"Character Sketch. Sir Edward Burne-Jones:” [printed article from The Review of Reviews], (1 piece). [Ca. 1898]  

Folder 3  

Folder 4  
"An English Artist Here:” [photocopy of magazine article]?, (1 piece). [Not after 1999]  

Folder 5  
"Great British Masters -- 17. Sir Edward Burne-Jones:” [printed article from Picture Post], (1 piece). 1939, Jan. 21  

Folder 6  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Folder</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Folder</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>History of the Chinese in California: [printed material and autograph note], (16 p.). 1969- 1999  &lt;br&gt;Note: originally enclosed with &quot;Letter from the Pacific Coast,&quot; by William Morris; cataloged separately in Manuscripts.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>&quot;A Memorial Mortgage Indenture between the Trustees of the National Freehold Land Society and William Fryer,&quot; (1 piece, 50x70 cm.). 1860, Nov. 16  &lt;br&gt;Note: one of the trustees who signed the Indenture was Richard Cobden, father-in-law of Thomas James Cobden-Sanderson.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Misc. Envelope, (1 piece). 1916  &lt;br&gt;Note: addressed to Miss M.A. Sloane.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Rare Book Collecting: [newspaper clipping], (1 piece). 1966, Apr. 18.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Folder 33

### Folder 34

### Folder 35
Handle carefully -- many small pieces of paper. Note: transcriptions and descriptions written by Thomas Warburton.

### Folder 36
William Morris Centenary Celebration and Memorial Fund, May Morris, Kelmscott Press: [printed material and clippings], (12 pieces). [Not after 1938]).

### Box 16
**Philip Henderson - Morris Biography**

**Folder 1**

**Folder 2**

**Folder 3**
Note: many loose pages inserted into volumes.

**Folder 4**
Note: many loose pages inserted into volumes.

**Folder 5**
Note: many loose pages inserted into volumes.

**Folder 6**
Also: misc. loose pages.

### Box 17
**Philip Henderson - Morris Biography**

**Folder 1**
Also: misc. loose pages.

### Folder 2

### Folder 3

### Box 18
**Peter Stansky Material -- House of Wolfings**

**Folder 1**
[A Rough Manuscript Version of the William Morris Exhibition at Stanford University Drawn from the Collection of Sanford & Helen Berger:] [essays, chronology, exhibit labels], (1 vol.). [Not after 1999]
Note: with autograph note to the Bergers, signed by Stansky.

**Folder 2**

**Folder 3**
Also: letter from Peter Stansky to William Peterson, July 11, 1997.

**Folder 4**
### Ephemera and Miscellaneous

#### Folder 5

**Stansky, Peter, 1932-..** *Another Book That Never Was: William Morris, Charles Gere and The House of Wolfings: [early drafts: computer printouts], (59 p.). [Ca. 1998]*

Note: with autograph corrections and annotations.

#### Folder 6

**Stansky, Peter, 1932-..** *Another Book That Never Was: William Morris, Charles Gere and The House of Wolfings: [printed proof sheets, two copies], (113 p.). [Ca. 1998]*

Note: one copy with autograph corrections and annotations. Removed to Oversize Ephemera Box 19.

#### Oversize Materials

**Box 19**

**Folder 1**

**Morris & Co. stained glass figure indices Approximately 1876-1928 and undated**

13 typescript and handwritten index lists created by Morris & Company of images used in their stained glass projects, dating from approximately 1876 to 1928, with entries chiefly listing the image and corresponding locations in the company's various portfolios. The lists are not comprehensive and most are on ledger-book pages.

**From June 1876. Windows executed, Morris & Co. [1876 June?]**

Scope and Content Note

2 pp., handwritten. Consists of entries A-B of project names.

**[Fragment of cartoon ledger page?] [Approximately 1902 or later?]**

Scope and Content Note

1 p., handwritten. Entries include no. of cartoon, price of cartoon, frame cost and selling, title, and description of frame. Two of the entries have note "Taken by Mr. Buckley 31.10.02."

**List of Drawings from the late Mr. Campfield. [After 1910?]**

Scope and Content Note

2 pp., handwritten. Entries for three rolls with image title and subject or figure portfolio no.

**Windows executed. 1919-1928**

Scope and Content Note

26 pp., black paper folder containing typescript list, with manuscript additions, detailing stained glass windows executed from January 1919 to June 1928. Entries include place name, church, lights, embodying [figure], figure portfolio no., subject portfolio no., large portfolio no., and photo no.

**Mr. Dearle’s Designs, Figures & Subjects. Undated**

Scope and Content Note

3 pp., handwritten. Entries include image name, project, roll no., and photo no.

**List of drawings in Glass Painters Room; List of Drawings in W. Morris' room, office, Browns Cupboard No. 2 Undated**

Scope and Content Note

4 pp., handwritten. Entries include image title, and job location.

**Subject Portfolio Undated**

Scope and Content Note

3 pp., handwritten. Entries include image title, reference notes.
Female figures. Undated
Scope and Content Note
7 pp., handwritten. Entries include image title, figure portfolio no., and job location.

[Job location list?] Undated
Scope and Content Note
3 pp., handwritten. Alphabetical entries consisting chiefly of a church or college and location.

List of File Prints. Undated
Scope and Content Note
13 pp., handwritten. Alphabetical lists identified as "Female Figures," "Female Figures & Angels," "Male Figures," and "Prints of Subjects & Panel Subjects." Entries include image name, project, subject portfolio no., and photo no.

Index to cards. Figures only, giving the card number. Figure Portfolio Number. Large Portfolio Number. Photographers Number. (Hollyer). Undated
Scope and Content Note
23 pp., notebook with typescript entries and handwritten additions.

[Lists with designs by J.H. Dearle]. Undated
Scope and Content Note
4 pp., typescript. Lists consisting of subjects and female figures and male figures designed by J.H. Dearle. Entries include subject name, subject portfolio no., large portfolio no., roll no., and job location.

Designs by J.H. Dearle. Undated
Scope and Content Note
1 p., typescript. Lists of Christ figures, allegorical figures, and single light subjects. Entries include subject name, figure portfolio no., large portfolio no., roll no., and subject portfolio no.

Printed Material

Folder 2
"Great British Masters -- 17. Sir Edward Burne-Jones:" [printed article from Picture Post], (1 piece) 1939, Jan. 21

Folder 3
Front Cover Label and Introductory Pages removed from William De Morgan Scrapbook, (4 pieces). [1949-1958]

Folder 4

Folder 5
Stansky, Peter, 1932-. Another Book That Never Was: William Morris, Charles Gere and The House of Wolfings: [printed proof sheets, two copies], (113 p.). [Ca. 1998]
Note: one copy with autograph corrections and annotations. Box 18(6).